ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The examination of sequences between known genes is interesting on several levels.
At the most obvious, areas between known genes are a logical place to search for as-yet unknown genes. ORF-calling, the process of predicting the location and bounds of probable protein coding regions, is an inexact science and is likely to remain so in the future. The sequence criteria regarding what constitutes a probable protein coding region are sufficiently variable that researchers searching for coding regions must make an arbitrary decision regarding the smallest acceptable coding region. This decision trades reduction in false calls against the potential to overlook small transcribed and translated sequences. A similar problem arises from the difficulty in identification of the correct start codon. The point, in fact, is that the process is probablistic, and is unlikely to ever be reduced to a zero error rate.
Additional interest in the regions between known genes stems from the fact that these are areas likely to contain promoter or regulatory motifs. For example, the discovery that the archaeal transcription machinery closely resembles Pol II transcription in eukaryotes, and the early availability of multiple archaeal genomic sequences, made the investigation of archaeal transcription a simplified window on eukaryal transcription. Information regarding similarities discovered in promoter regions may also be useful for determining coordinately regulated gene families, or other regulatory motifs.
Finally, ORF-calling is concerned only with the discovery of protein-coding genes, and does not apply to RNA genes, which do not require the existence of an open reading frame. Existing RNA gene finding programs rely on searching for sequences with high similarity to a known sequence and/or a known structure. Eukaryotes, and more recently Archae have been discovered to have a number of small RNAs that have insufficient structural or sequence similarity to be found using sequence and structural homology alone. These 'small nucleolar RNAs' or snoRNAs, are a known part of a modification scheme for rRNAs (Kiss-Laszlo et al., 1998) and have been implicated in participation in the same modification of tRNAs (Armbruster, 1998; Omer et al., 2000) . Due to the presence of only a small required sequence motif, they can only be uniquely identified in a sequence searching context by use of knowledge about the target site for the structural RNA modification (Eddy and Rivas, 2000) .
Early attempts at examination of archaeal intergenic sequences for cross-genomic conservation demonstrated that naive sequence-similarity based searches of all intergenic sequences against all intergenic sequences produced intractable results. Not only did the search produce, for Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum versus Archaeoglobus fulgidis, 70 Mb of data, but the most significant hits discovered were between 'lost' portions of known genes appearing in the intergenic regions due to misannotation of start sites.
The publication of the three archaeal Pyrococcus strains (Pyrococcus horikoshii; Kawarabayasi et al., 1998, Pyrococcus abyssi; Heilig and Genoscope, 1999, and Pyrococcus furiosus; Utah, 1999) , and the development of a method to reduce the quantity of erroneously included sequences (Ray and Daniels, 2001) , provided sufficient data to try a revised approach to the problem.
Embodied in the tricross programs, our revised approach is essentially a modification and repurposing of the well-known dot-plot method of cross-sequence comparison. Dot-plots produced by tricross are in sequence-identifier, rather than sequence-coordinate space, and reflect the degree of mutual conservation of a sequence rather than the degree of similarity in the conservation.
Utilizing this methodology, we have examined the intergenic regions of the Pyrococcus genomes and discovered an interesting collection of sequences. The applicability of sequence-identifier based dot-plots extends outside the realm of conserved sequence discovery as well, and has proven a natural method for the examination of global genome ordering in the multiple sequenced Haemophilus and Neisseria genomes.
SYSTEM AND METHODS
The tricross programs are implemented as a csh shell script, and a pair of Perl programs. They additionally make use of the FASTA (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) sequence search program, and the Clustal-W ( Thompson et al., 1994) sequence alignment program. The tricross programs have been successfully executed on a SunOS 4.1.4 platform, a Solaris 7 platform, and a Digital Unix 4.0 platform without modification. Two slightly different implementations of the algorithm allow the user to trade memory for execution speed, and in the more memory-intensive version, roughly 200 Mb main memory is required for a three-dimensional comparison of three sets of 2500 sequences each.
The results provided in the discussion are based on FASTA version 2.0x run on an UltraSparc Enterprise 250 running Solaris 7. The FASTA version used, and/or system math libraries, appear to affect the calculated FASTA score to some degree. Using a different platform or different FASTA version results in slight variations in the number of sequences that meet the cutoff criteria.
ALGORITHM
Normally a dot-plot is constructed by examining percentage similarity in a pair of sliding windows in the sequences being compared. A score is calculated based on the per-centage similarity, and a two-dimensional plot constructed with the set of windows along the sequences on each axis. The window-window scores are plotted strictly by cutoff, or by some extra-dimensional visualization technique such as color temperature.
To repurpose dot-plot methodology for the question at hand, we start with the realization that the basic concept of a dot-plot as a similarity finder between a pair of sequences, can also be applied as a dissimilarity rejector by the addition of a third sequence and the requirement that a match must exist in it also, for a found 'dot' to be significant. This allows a dot-plot in three dimensions to more efficiently reject the sort of noise matches that corrupted our early naive cross-genomic comparisons. For a lost gene fragment to appear as a match in a three-dimensional dot-plot, the start must be similarly misannotated in not just two, but all three organisms.
In addition, we replace the sliding window similarity detection method of a traditional dot-plot with a persequence similarity calculation, in our implementation performed by FASTA. The dot-plot therefore is performed between ordered lists of identified sequences, and the results are plotted in sequence-identifier space, rather than in sequence-coordinate space. Dots in this model represent, in two dimensions, pairs of sequences that are 'best neighbors' (most closely related sequences) between two sets of sequences, and in three dimensions, best neighbor triples.
Finally, we are less interested in the similarity score with which a pair or triple of sequences are found to be best neighbors, than in applying a rating of the neighborliness of the relationship. For this purpose we introduce the concept of the 'N-way'ness of the relationship, which is a measure of the mutuality with which the sequences find each other as best neighbors.
Itemized, the search with three genomes (collections of sequences) is as follows, with each of the enumerated blocks embodied in separate programs that successively handle the data:
(1) For each sequence in a genome, find its best match (or best matches) in each other genome. Record results as a list of neighbors for each gene. Repeat for all genomes to be compared.
(2) For each potential sequence triple, check neighbor lists for each member gene to determine the N-way hit relationship between the genes in the candidate triple. If the N-way relationship is large enough, output triple and hit information into a table.
(3) Filter triples matching minimum N-way hit requirements from step 2, for hits that exceed a user-specified display-time cutoff, and write the corresponding data into a Virtual Reality Modelling While the comparisons shown are for a small number of sequences, one can think of the total genome-genome-genome comparison as the creation of a large directed graph. Sequences become graph nodes, and the existence of a FASTA-determined hit from one sequence to another places a directed edge between these two sequences. Depending on the intent, different information can be discovered by restricting the FASTA hits to only the singular best hit in each of the other organisms, or to some arbitrary number or quality of the top hits.
The degree of the mutual relationship between sequences is denoted in terms of the 'N-way'ness of the relationship. For any given triple of sequences, this degree is the number of edges between the three sequences in the triple in the directed graph generated by the FASTA searches. A 6-way hit between a triple of sequences indicates that for each sequence in the triple, the most similar sequence in each of the other genomes also finds this sequence as its closest relative.
A 3-way hit between a triple of sequences is the minimum required to ensure that FASTA in fact found a relationship between all three sequences. This degree of relatedness may be indicative of a single cycle between the three sequences, but also occurs whenever one sequence's hit in either of the other genomes finds that sequence again.
If the FASTA searches are restricted to only the singular best hit in the two other organisms, then for each gene in an organism, in the digraph only two edges leave that gene, travelling to one gene in each of the other organisms. A 6-way hit for a triple indicates that all the members of the triple are completely connected in the digraph-no edges leave to other genes outside the triple. In other words each finds the other members of the triple as their most highly related sequences in the other genomes. These sequences represent what appear to be unique conserved sequence regions occurring between coding regions.
If the FASTA searches are allowed to return multiple top-hits for a given sequence, the result is that the digraph now has the potential that for a sequence in genome 'A', multiple edges may leave to sequences in genome 'B'. In this case, a 6-way hit for a triple indicates complete, but not exclusive connection among the members. In other words each finds the other members as a highly related sequence, but not necessarily the most highly related. These sequences represent what may be families of conserved sequences or conserved sequence motifs occurring between coding regions.
Although considering 5, 4 or 3-way hits results in the inclusion of additional sequences with decreasing requirements for mutual relationship, which decreases the likelihood of finding unique shared sequence regions, these hits increase the information available about patterns in the relationships between the genomes.
IMPLEMENTATION

Input and output
Tricross takes as input three multi-sequence FASTA files. Each sequence in these files is required to have a unique name for the sequence, positioned as the first word following the FASTA header '>'. Tricross also requires a set of three files defining the ordering of the sequences in sequence-id space.
Tricross produces as output a collection of FASTA search files, one for each sequence, searched into each genome. The number of FASTA hits accepted from each search, and the FASTA score cutoff that the software should consider to be significant is configurable in the software. It also produces a list of sequence triples sharing N or more hits, with N being a user-configurable parameter. For each triple of sequences in the list, it produces a Clustal-W alignment. Finally, it produces a VRML file containing a representation of the discovered sequence relationships in three-dimensional sequence-id space. In this visualization file, the plotted representative for each triple is linked to the Clustal-W alignment file for that triple.
A pair of sequence sets, such as the collections of proteins for two genomes, can also be compared, though obviously this limits the relationships to a 2-way maximum. A separate implementation of tricross is provided to handle two-way comparisons, though the algorithm is identical to that discussed for three-way comparisons, with the third sequence collection considered to be empty.
Limitations
When implemented to execute as described, there is nothing inherent to the logic that precludes the inclusion of more than three sequence sets in the analysis. While the lack of a simple way to present N -dimensional data, with N > 3 is a practical limitation of the visualization component, the list file and alignments would still be of use. Unfortunately, the execution time is a larger practical limitation on increasing the number of sequence sets under consideration.
Step 2 of the algorithm as presented, examination of all possible sequence triples for those with high N -way hit scores, requires an average of O k 2 n memory, and O(n k ) time for k collections of sequences with n sequences in each.
For three genomes, the algorithm described can be modified to eliminate the O(n 3 ) time requirement of examining n 3 triples, by summing hits directly into the elements of an n × n × n matrix. It might initially appear that this would increase the memory cost to O(n 3 ), but useful cross-genomic comparisons may be expected to be characterized by each sequence finding a small number of neighbor sequences compared to the total number of candidate sequences. Because of this, the filled locations in the n × n × n matrix are sparse, and the use of a sparse matrix storage method allows the average memory cost to increase only to O(n 2 ), while the execution time falls to O(n 2 ) † . Currently, the O(n 3 ) time implementation is capable of comparing the three Pyrococcus genomes' intergenic regions (some 1200 sequences each) overnight when executed on a 250 Mhz Sun Ultrasparc platform. The O(n 2 ) implementation is capable of comparing the three Neisseria genomes' coding sequence regions (average of 2500 sequences each) in 4 h on a 500 Mhz DEC Alpha platform.
DISCUSSION
When the high confidence intergenic regions are extracted (using the PACRAT system; Ray and Daniels, 2001) from P.furiosus, P.horikoshii, and P.abyssi, the result is three multiple-sequence FASTA files containing 1291, 1199, and 1144 sequences respectively. With the tricross FASTA search constrained to return only the single best match with EScore better than 1 × 10 −3 , the intergenomic similarities found are as shown in Table 1 .
Amongst these 6 sets of genome-genome hits, 103 are found to be 6-way hits, and 31 are found to be 5-way hits among all three genomes. Additional examination reveals that 33 of the sequence triples have been found twice, due † No claim is made that optimal data structures or algorithms have been used in this implementation. Fig. 3 . An off-axis view of the 3-way genome comparison VRML world produced by tricross run on the three Pyrococcus genomes. P.horikoshii is represented on the vertical y-xis, P.abyssi is represented on the z-axis which proceeds left to right in this depiction, and P.furiosus is represented along the x-axis which is receding. 101 spheres appear in this view, representing sequence triples with 5-way or better cross-genomic relationships from FASTA singular top hits.
to some sequences being included in the search set as the upstream relative of each of two divergent genes, or the downstream relative of two convergent genes. Remaining are 101 unique sequence triples that have scored either 6-way, or 5-way unique mutual relationships among the members of the triple. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of the genome-space depicting the relationships, with P.furiosus represented along the x-axis (receding), P.horikoshii along the y-axis (vertical) and P.abyssi along the z-axis.
Looking at the aligned sequences returned by this constrained run of the tricross programs, it appears that many of the sequences returned show familial resemblances. Unlike the results of naive genome-genome FASTA comparisons, the data from this analysis is approachable
Antisense element complementary to rRNA (a)
Complementary pairing is required in this region, though position 1 is sometimes unpaired. The pairing requirement extends a variable distance past the 5th nucleotide of the target sequence
ACCACCTACCGGCTGAGGTGGA > PAB2429_lead_ * ******* ************** ****** ******************* ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ Pf_1520291_trail_ > TGGCGGGCTTATGATGAA CTTTCCCTACGGCCTGAGC GTCACGCGATGAGGAATACAGCCAGGGCTGATGAAGGT > Pf_1521096_lead_ psno10 PH1615_trail_ > TGGCGGGCTCGTGATGAG CTTTCCCTACGGCCCGAGC TT-AGGCGATGAGGAATACAGCCAGGGCTGATTTTG--> PH1616_lead_ PAB19998_trail_ > TGGCGGGCATATGATGAG CTTTCCCTACGGCCCGAGC TC-ACGCGATGAGGAATACAGCCAGGGCTGATTTCG--> PAB1999_lead_ ******** ****** ************** **** * *************************** * ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ Pf_9490_lead_ < GGCGATACGAC TGAATCCAATGCTGAGCAAAGGCGATGATTGG CCCCAGAGTGGCTGAGC < Pf_9230_lead_ psno25 PH0055_trail_ > GGCAATAGGAA TGAATCCAATGCTGAGCTTAGGCAATGATTGG CCCCAGAGTGGCCGAGC < PH0056_trail_ PAB2304_lead_ < GGCAATAGGAA TGAATCCAATGCTGAGCAAAGGCAATGATTGA CCCCAGAGTGGCCGAGC < PAB2303_trail_ *** *** ** ***************** **** ******* ************ **** ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ Pf_162480_lead_ < ATGGGGGATGATGA GTTTTTCCCTCACTCTGA ttagtgatga ggagccgatgcactgacct < Pf_164091_trail_ psno26 PH0241_lead_ < AAGAGGGATGATGA GTTTTTCCCtcactctga ggagtgatga ggagccgatgcactgacct < PH0242_trail_ PAB2203_lead_ < AAAAGGGATGATGA GTTTTTCCCtcactctga gccgtgatga ggagccgatgctctgacct < PAB2202_trail_ * ********** ****************** ******* *********** ******* ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ Pf_167010_lead_ < ATTT--AGGGCGATGAGGAGCTGGATCCGATCTGA TGTttatgatgag ggaggtacaagctgagcct < Pf_168884_trail_ psno27 PH0243_lead_ < ATTTCCTGGGCGATGAAGAACTGGATCCGAGCTGA -TCtcatgatgaa ggaggtttaacctgagcct < PH0244_trail_ PAB2201_lead_ < ATTTCCTGGGCGATGAAGAACTGGATCCGAGCTGA -GCttatgatgat ggaggtttaacctgagcct < PAB2200_trail_ **** ********* ** ********** **** * ******* ****** ** ******** ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^( c) visually. Inspection of the collected alignments leads to the conclusion that there are several recurring sequence motifs into which the majority of the sequences fall. A complete presentation of the aligned sequences, being too large to place in this paper, is available from http://www.
biosci.ohio-state.edu/∼ray/bioinformatics/tricross.html. Of this collection however, one of the most obvious patterns, and the most straightforward to ascertain the potential biological relevance of, is one that resembles that of a class of snoRNAs known as C/Dbox snoRNAs. A schematic diagram of C/Dbox snoRNAs is shown in Figure 4a , while the snoRNA's participation in targeting the stable-RNA modification is shown in Figure 4b . (For a complete discussion of snoRNAs and their participation in the modification system in Archaea, see Armbruster, 1998; Gaspin et al., 2000 , or Kiss-Laszlo et al., 1998 . Figure 4c shows several interesting members of the subset of sequence triples that appear to be C/Dbox snoRNAs. Again, a full presentation of the data is precluded here by space limitations, and is available from http://www.biosci. ohio-state.edu/∼ray/bioinformatics/tricross.html.
While effective in detecting highly conserved sequences, tricross detects only 30 potential snoRNAs in the Pyrococcus genomes (28 intergenic sequence triples contain what appears to be single snoRNA genes, 1 triple contains a divergent pair of potential snoRNA genes). This is significantly less than 46 (Gaspin et al., 2000) or more (Omer et al., 2000) predicted by searches specifically directed at finding snoRNAs in Archaea. This discrepancy however is expected. First, the sequences examined which produced the results presented here were pre-screened to remove potential gene fragments. As tricross requires that the sequence be found in all three genomes, a mis-called gene start in one genome can mask one member of a sequence triple with similarity, and prevent its discovery. Since only approximately 60% of the possible intergenic regions in each organism were used in the analysis, with no expectation that these are the same 60% between any two organisms, discovery of less than the complete set of snoRNAs is not unexpected.
More importantly, it should be remembered that tricross does not search specifically for snoRNAs. It was used here to search for shared sequences occurring in the Pyrococcus intergenic regions. snoRNAgene-like sequences are simply the most obvious, and most easily verified feature in the set of shared sequences that tricross returned. To emphasize this point, we have highlighted several conserved sequences discovered by tricross in our online table at http: //www.biosci.ohio-state.edu/∼ray/tricross psnos.html/. These sequences, highly suggestive of snoRNA genes, are not included in early analyses of archaeal snoRNA content (Gaspin et al., 2000) , presumably because available assumptions regarding snoRNA structure and function precluded their candidacy. Of particular interest may be the sequence denoted psno17, which appears to target modification of tRNA-Gln (anticodon TTG) and tRNA-Gln (anticodon CTG), lending support to the findings of snoRNA targeted tRNA methylation in the Archaea. Tricross makes no assumptions regarding sequence structure or content, leaving to the researcher the task of determining the significance of any similar sequences found. This paper has largely focussed on the application of tricross to the investigation of intergenic content, but as has been mentioned, the algorithm provides a generally applicable visualization method for a range of cross-genomic comparisons. To highlight this, we present Figure 5 , which is the result of the application of tricross in two dimensions to the protein sequences of the three sequenced Neisseria genomes. In this analysis, tricross has been applied between pairs of genomes at the protein sequence level to detect proteins shared between them. This produces a picture very much like a classical dotplot, displaying global genome ordering relationships, but in this case a plotted point indicates a shared pair of proteins, and the light or dark color of the point indicates whether a 2-way, or 1-way relationship was found between the sequences. In this case tricross produces a dotplot visualization of the ordering relationship between the genomes, with dots linked to the aligned protein sequences. The results for the N.meningiditis Z2491 serogroup A strain compared with N.gonorrhoeae agree well with the published physical map for these organisms (Dempsey et al., 1995) .
It is clear from these findings that tricross does produce the results for which it was designed. The application of dot-plot logic as a conserved-sequence finding, and noiserejecting methodology quickly produces a collection of sequences worthy of further investigation. Application of the method in sequence-id space, rather than in nucleotide or residue sequence-coordinate space, allows the program to provide a convenient method for the examination of global genome organization, while uniquely tying each plotted 'dot' to named functional sequences within the genomes.
In the future, as more and more sequenced genomes become available, we expect tricross to be instrumental in assisting in multi-way comparisons of genome ordering and sequence conservation, as well as in providing insight into the fundamental question of what interesting sequences remain to be found between known genes.
